Delta® brand is committed to sustainability and providing intelligent water delivery solutions that maximize water savings without sacrificing comfort and convenience. Our commitment to sustainability extends to waste reduction and the preservation of natural resources and the environment. That’s why we choose to print on Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®) certified paper.

WaterSense® is a registered trademark of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
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Delivering transformative moments with water lies at the heart of the Delta® brand. Whether it’s the intriguing arc of a faucet, the attention-getting hue of a new finish or the technologies that translate into an indulgent feeling shower—we’re designing with a goal: Making a meaningful, and surprising, difference through purposeful innovation and style. Now, we invite you to discover both the new products and a fresh project that are bringing our goal to life.

**FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES:**

- (CH) CHROME
- (AR) ARCTIC® STAINLESS
- (BL) MATTE BLACK
- (CZ) CHAMPAGNE BRONZE™
- (GS) CHAMPAGNE BRONZE & PORCELAIN
- (KS) BLACK STAINLESS
- (PN) POLISHED NICKEL
- (RB) VENETIAN BRONZE ®
- (SS) BRILLIANCE ® STAINLESS
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**FIND THE SMART FEATURES WE’VE ADDED TO OUR PRODUCTS.**

- DIAMOND™ SEAL TECHNOLOGY
- WATERSENSE® LABELED PRODUCT
- TOUCH2O® TECHNOLOGY
- MAGNETITE® DOCKING
- H2OKINETIC® TECHNOLOGY
- WATER-EFFICIENT PRODUCT*

*Kitchen Faucets: flow rate of 1.5 gpm or 1.8 gpm versus Industry Standard ASME A112.18.1/CSA B125.1 of 2.2 gpm.

Leakiness Rates: excluding states and provinces.:

- Lavatory Faucets: Arcas of ≤ 0.5 gpm versus Industry Standard ASME A112.18.1/CSA B125.1 ≤ 0.2 gpm.
- Shower Heads and Hand Showers: Arcas of ≤ 2.0 gpm versus Industry Standard ASME A112.18.1/CSA B125.1 ≤ 2.5 gpm.

Delta® faucets are compliant with all federal and state drinking water regulations.
The strong influence of industrial design is evident. Styled after rugged nuts-and-bolts machinery, it’s ready to take center stage.

- The collection includes distinctive bridge and pull-down spring spout faucet options.
- Touch2O® and ShieldSpray® Technologies, plus MagnaTite® Docking, add more than a little innovation.

Available exclusively to Delta® trade customers.

Visit deltafaucet.com/broderick for additional information.
Paired with connected home devices, Delta® VoiceIQ Technology uses hands-free voice activation to offer completely hands-free control.

- Pairs with Amazon® Alexa- and Google Assistant-enabled devices.
- Metered dispensing in ounces, cups, pints, quarts, gallons, liters and milliliters.
- Custom container commands allow you to set custom dispensing amounts, e.g. “Ask Delta to fill dog bowl.”
- Can be retrofitted to any Delta Touch2O® Faucet manufactured after 1/1/2018 using an EP100855 VoiceIQ Module.
- No mobile application download required; simple setup available at device.deltafaucet.com.

Visit deltafaucet.com/voiceiq for additional information.
With subtly upturned spout and handles, this new collection radiates confidence and breathes intrigue into any space.

- Unique options include the helo spoke or lever handles, as well as floor- and wall-mount tub fillers.
- WaterSense® labeled lavatory and shower products.
- H₂Okinetic® showers provide more warmth, coverage and intensity.

Visit deltafaucet.com/stryke for additional information.

Single-Handle Mid-Rise Faucet with Helo Spoke Handle
8” Widespread Faucet with Lever Handles
Two-Handle Wall-Mount Bathroom Faucet with Helo Spoke Handles
DORVAL™
BATH COLLECTION

Diverging from conventional expectations, the regal accents of this powerful design command attention.

• Inspired by the lines of French architecture and the stature of German castles.

• Full suite of products and accessories, including monoblock faucets, floor- and wall-mount tub fillers.

• Available with lever or cross handles with porcelain accent options, and historically non-traditional finish options.

• Touch2O.xt® Technology offers hands-free functionality.

Available exclusively to Delta® trade customers.

Visit deltafaucet.com/dorval for additional information.
Cultivated design blends with modern technology to create a shower statement piece—and establish a truly spa-like atmosphere.

- Features the tranquil illumination of water-powered LED accent lights.
- 2.5 GPM flow rate.
- LED lighting combined with H₂Okinetic Technology provide a more soothing showering experience.

Visit deltafaucet.com/ledpendant for additional information.
Our unique integrated dual-functionality shower is now available in a new transitional soft angular style, and features an H2okinetic PowerDrench® spray for the feeling of more water.

- Use the shower head and hand shower separately or together to maximize flexibility without sacrificing warmth.
- A quick and easy upgrade; no need to go behind the wall.
- With MagnaTite® Docking, the hand shower snaps precisely into place for easy docking every time.
- 1.75 and 2.5 GPM flow rates available.

NOTE: Only models with 1.75 GPM are WaterSense® labeled.

Visit deltafaucet.com/squarein2ition for additional information.
HYDRORAIN®
H2OKINETIC® TWO-IN-ONE SHOWER HEAD WITH HAND SHOWER

The experience of the spa comes home, bringing with it maximum warmth, intensity and flexibility.

• The unique spray pattern of H2Okinetic Technology gives the feeling of more water without using more water.
• Ultimate flexibility with the detachable hand shower and 40° pivoting raincan shower head.
• Installs in minutes.
• Use the raincan only, the hand shower only or both at the same time.
• With MagnaTite® Docking, the hand shower snaps precisely into place for easy docking every time.
• 1.75 and 2.5 GPM flow rates available. NOTE: Only models with 1.75 GPM are WaterSense® labeled.

Visit deltafaucet.com/hydrorain-two-in-one-handshower for additional information.
METAL SHOWER HEADS

A meticulously crafted metal shower head is the finishing touch to your in-home oasis. Constructed of high-end, metal materials, these stately fixtures add a layer of sophistication to any bathroom while reflecting its current style.

12” Round Raincan Shower Head
Available in:
CH, SS, PN, CZ, RB, BL.

6” Raincan Shower Head
Available in:
CH, SS, CZ, BL.

12” Angular Raincan Shower Head
Available in:
CH, SS, PN, CZ, RB, BL.

6” Raincan Shower Head
Available in:
CH, SS, CZ, BL.

MULTICHOICE® INTEGRATED SHOWER DIVERTER

Our MultiChoice Integrated Shower Diversers provide consumer-preferred streamlined styling for showers, while eliminating the need for an additional diverter valve. Already available in our traditional, contemporary round and angular modern styles, we now have coordinating integrated diverters as part of our Dorval™, Stryke™ and Pivotal™ Bath Collections. Each style is available in 3-setting and 6-setting controls, as well as Monitor® or TempAssure® valves.

Dorval 14 Series MultiChoice Integrated Diverter with
Lever Handle
Dorval 14 Series MultiChoice Integrated Diverter with Cross Handle
Stryke 17 Series MultiChoice Integrated Diverter with Helo Spoke Handle
Stryke 17 Series MultiChoice Integrated Diverter with Lever Handle
Pivotal 17T Series MultiChoice Integrated Diverter

Available in multiple finishes, varies by collection.

6” Raincan Shower Head*
Available in:
CH, SS, CZ, BL.

12” Round Raincan Shower Head**
Available in:
CH, SS, PN, CZ, RB, BL.

*1.75 GPM (WaterSense® Labeled).
**1.75 GPM (WaterSense Labeled) and 2.5 GPM flow rates available.
WE’RE WORKING WITH UNIQUE DESIGNERS IN WAYS YOU’LL FIND QUITE DISTINCT.

Prepare to see what inspiration looks like from three very diverse perspectives. Delta® brand has launched a fresh collaborative project with a trio of rising talents from the world of interior design. Eche, Leyla and Arissa were each given one of our existing collections to work with, and asked this intriguing question: What kind of space would you envision, starting with our faucets? You’re invited to see the rooms they’ve created. And to discover how the character of our products made a difference to their designs.

DELTA® DIFFERENCEMAKERS.COM
A ROOM COLLABORATION WITH LEYLA JAWORSKI
FEATURING THE DELTA® CASSIDY™ BATH COLLECTION.

Leyla is all about layering, mixing and making sure sophistication never becomes stuffy. The more she explored our Cassidy collection, the more ideas she got for a bath that spares nothing in luxury or livability.

A ROOM COLLABORATION WITH AVISSA MOJTAHEDI
FEATURING THE DELTA® PIVOTAL™ KITCHEN COLLECTION.

Innovative in form and advanced in function, our Pivotal collection emboldened Avissa’s already unique style. In her design, it’s the focus of a cosmopolitan kitchen with global influence and an inviting degree of warmth.

A ROOM COLLABORATION WITH ECHE MARTINEZ
FEATURING THE DELTA® STRYKE™ BATH COLLECTION.

To design spaces that are highly refined, yet very at home, Eche seeks to suit his clients’ personalities. And then, add elements of surprise. The Stryke Bath Collection inspired his room of classical lines and unexpected touches.